
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prefixes are added to the beginning of root words or base words.   When you 
add a prefix to a base word, you change the meaning. 
 
Some common prefixes and their meanings: 
 

Prefix Meaning  Prefix Meaning  Prefix Meaning 
re - again, 

back 
dis- not pre- before 

un- not, 
opposite 

mis- wrong under- below 

non- not im- not pro- for, 
forward 

auto- self extra- outside, 
beyond 

sub- under 

 
A. Draw a circle around each prefix and underline the root word. 
 
1. return   2. preschool   3. dishonest 
 
4. untied   5. submarine   6. extramurals 
 
7. preview   8. unlock   9. preheat 
 
10. misbehave 
 
B.  Write the correct word to complete the sentence. 

 
1. I had to wait till my birthday to unwrap my presents. 
2. Zack forgot his iPad and had to return home to fetch it. 
3. The lady was being dishonest when she did not tell the truth 
4. Mom said we must not misbehave on the trip. 

underwater    ;   misbehave     ;   preheat   ;   dishonest      ;   return    ; 
 

unwrap     ;     untie 



5. We had to preheat the oven before we could put the cake in. 
 
C.  Write the correct prefix next to each root word. 
 
1. replay    (to play again)   2. misprint (to print incorrectly) 
 
3. unable  (not able)                 4. rewind  (to wind back) 
 
5.  impossible  (not possible)  6.  autobiography  (one’s life story) 
 
 

 
 
 
Suffixes are added to the end of root words or base words.   When you add a 
suffix to a base word, you change the meaning.  
 
Some common suffixes and their meanings: 
 

Suffix Meaning  Suffix Meaning  Suffix Meaning 
- able can be 

done 
-est most - er more 

- ful full of - less without - er one who  
- ship a 

position 
of 

 -      

 
A. Underline the root word and draw a circle around each suffix. 
 
1. youngest   2. fearless   3. joyful 
 
4. careful   5. readable    6. slower 
 
7. loudest   8. singer   9. tallest 
 
10. doable   11. worthless   12. teacher 
 
B.  Complete questions 1 – 10. 
 

a. Heard hear 



b. Really real 
1. Add a suffix to each word:  (-ed ; -s ; -ly ; -ous ; -d ) 

a. dangerous 
b. answered, s 
c. cousins 
d. happened,s 
e. finished 
f. computers 
g. quietly, ed 
h. pieced, s 

 
C.  Using the rules, complete questions. 
 

Rule 1 – ( ing ; ly  ; d  ) 
 
1. Hope  hoping, hoped              2. care cared, caring   
3.   Late lately 
4.   brave braved, bravely, braving 5. like liked, liking    
 
Rule 2 – ( ing )  
 
1.  commit committing 2. Shop shopping  3.  Kick kicking 
4.  slam slamming  5.  Bring bringing 
 
Rule 3 – ( ing ) 
 
1.  trying   2. flying   3.  straying 
4.  destroying   5.  annoying 

 
 

4. Change these verbs into nouns. ( -ment; -ance ; -ion ; -y ) 
 
a. development  b. prevention   c. allowance  
d. appearance   e. reflection   f. recovery 
 
5. Change these nouns into verbs. ( -ise; -ify ; -en) 
 
a. glory glorify  b. terror terrorise  c. liquidise  liquify 
d. appetise   e. strengthen   f. moisturise 
 
6. Spelling of words change. ( -ion; -y; -al; -ism ) 
 
a. baptism   b. production   c. pollution 
d. arrival   e. discovery   f. refusal 
g. criticism   h. destruction 


